Large Mission Pan Lights

Art glass shade color where “x” in the stock number, holds the place to specify color. Add #1 or #2 or #3 to specify art glass where:
1=Butterscotch, 2=green, 3=white

Pans are all the same size: 14” sq. x 8” deep

520-MCC-CH Mission four light close ceiling pan chandelier. Fixture uses 2 1/4” fitter glass shades. Suggest either: 080G or 083G that are sold separately. Ht- 8 3/4” without shades $383.50

521-OCC-CX Mission four light close ceiling pan chandelier with Chain Shades. Ht-13 1/2” $715.00

522-OCC-JX Close ceiling Mission light having four diamond shades. Ht= 13 1/2” $715.00

524-LPN-CH Fixture uses 2 1/4” shades. Suggest either: 080G or 083G that are sold separately. The fixture is 28” tall without shades. Supplied in a lovely antique finish $504.40

525-LPN-CH Mission five light pan chandelier using 2 1/4” fitter shades. Suggest either: 080G or 083G that are sold separately. Overall height without shades: 28” $552.00

526-LPN-CX Mission four light pan chandelier chain shade. Height with shades: 35” $864.50

527-LPN-JX Four light chandelier Diamond pattern. Overall height with shades: 35” $864.00

528-LPN-CX Mission five light pan chandelier Chain Shade. Overall Ht with shades-40” $955.50

529-LPN-JX Mission five light pan chandelier diamond pattern Shade. Overall Ht with shades-40” $955.50